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About This Game

Ever wanted to be a part of a swat team, Where your mission is to rescue hostages? Well now you can be. You and your team of
3, Which you command are a 24/7 emergency swat team. Each team member carries a different weapon varying from a

shotgun, assault rifle and a pistol. Equip yourself out of the back of your police vehicle. Kill enemies and gain points to retrieve
another weapon. Your mission is to go out in to the suburbs and rescue all hostages and bring them into the safe zone, remember
there may be more than one hostage. Command each cop individually to help you take down the enemies, they are highly skilled

with their own weapons a shotgun, assault rifle and a pistol, this makes a swats life more challenging.

Tips
Use flash bangs and grenades to your advantage by throwing them into the enemies direction. Shotguns are useful for close

range.

Now get out there and start taking the enemies out so you and your team can save lives.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: i3

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD series card or higher.

Storage: 10 GB available space
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Sad that there is only one game like this.

But this game rocks.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/DADiwdKiDa8

Yay.... armswinger.

Not a fan of armswinger locomotion and it's the only option here. Aside from that it's a decent little game for the price. The
mazes could have been more maze like though. It felt like I was walking down a single path that occasionally had a minor
branch off that ended almost immediately. I never felt like I could get lost or like I was actually in a maze.

The enemies were creative and most looked pretty impressive. As a whole I thought the game looked pretty good. Nothing
spectacular but definitely above average.

I'm borderline on this one but I think that's mostly my bias against armswinger. If I try to take that out of the equation I think I
have to give it a thumbs up.. She played with my joystick, so I smashed her R1 and R2. ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)

+1 It's real cheap.. ive played this game cause it looks like a fun game but no i played through the game and i really think this
game has potential to be a good game but if you keep working on this game you will loose the thumbs downs but this game
seems to be fun if it had more detail.
it took me about 5 minutes to figure out what to do.
the music was annoying because everyone uses that song.

thanks for reading.. Very limited.. This game is good but, some parts of it seem impossible. So.... anyway thanks and please try
to fix some glitch spots.
. Yes, Yes Yes!

Imagine a development of Vortex in Valve's "The Lab."

Imagine no more, it's here in the form of a forward scrolling retro shootem up. Absolutely brilliant use of room scale too, start
at the front of your play space and find yourself pressed to the very back of it, by the end of the game.

This one has great potential.

Wishlist? A few more music tracks and the option to turn off the grid effect on the roof.. I love the music! Great vocals and
guitar solos!
11\/10. I dunno man seems like I'm just good or something because I seem to be having fun. Once you get the basics out of the
way, and really start to understand how much numbers matter and how little people can do against defenses vs. ships, the game
starts to open up. Love it.
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bought it bcs i dnt know where to spend my money lol. *******DO NOT BUY ABANDONED BY DEV!!!!******

I was excited for this game, it looked like it would be awesome in the end.... but instead Dev failed, changed the games name,
gave us a turd sandwich, and moved on to other projects... so new turds to come... i left my original review so you all could see
the contrast, of what might have been if the dev kept there work ethic to a standard of integrity.

******(original raview on first week of buying game)*******ok i have spent a few hours in here, no servers so its only single
player ATM, looks good, visualy stimulating good use of color and lighting, the modles seam, well ... lacking, animations basic,
skins no exsistant, games in pre pre pre pre alpha ??? there is basicly nothing to do, collect loot, manage the broken combat
system, respawn, save loot buy stuff, upgrading armor seams to do nothing, and all the wepons feel like they do well, the same
damage, seams like there is alot more to come, youre just paying to suport dev team... ehh im a fan of indie so good luck dev's ,
i hope loot finds you the goals you need to finish... lmao, my broken english , and bad review, only giving a thumbs up in suport,
and i like the art direction so far... cant wait to see more.... Zen Bound 2 puts a lot of emphasis on... well, zen. It's premise is
simple. It's music is soothing. It can be frustrating at times. But I would recommend this to anyone who would like a relaxing
"puzzle" game to tinker with and pass the time. I agree that it would be more ideal for mobile. But if you're working on your
computer and you just need to de-stress, then Zen Bound 2 is a good choice.. Pros:
-Large variety of weapons to play around with
-3D interface is intuitive and adds to the overall experience
-The soundtrack is killer!
-Fast paced gameplay that keeps you on edge

Cons:
-Learning curve is high

I started playing this game not really knowing what to expect other than a retro shooter, but man is it more engrossing than that.
The sensitivity of the controls can be extremely high at the start of the game but you can always customize it to your liking,
including the way the camera is handled. At first I couldn't handle the speed of my ship and kept slamming into the asteroids in
the area, but after a few adjustments I got the hang of it a little better. One thing I really like is that your bullets will continue
revolving around the inside of the sphere until it hits a target which can be good or bad depending on what they hit. I had leveled
up my spread gun to the max and my bullets were ricocheting all over the place, blowing apart the asteroids and sending waves
upon waves of debris at me that I had to maneuver around to avoid. At the same time, the power ups I was chasing (yes, power
ups have their own trajectory!) were getting blown away by the very same bullets I was using to destroy the asteroids! This
creates a hectic environment where you not only have to dodge every bit of space rock in your way, but also have to keep in
mind not to shoot the very things that can help you survive the chaos. sphereFACE is an absolute blast, you'd be crazy to not
give it a try!

Disclaimer: This review is for the basic, non-VR version of the game. If at some point I do get to try the VR version I will
update this review.. Retro game. Spirit of the original doom, but different.
Mechanically fun, decent music, relaxing.. Remember d good ol days. 20150616:
I emailed Wingware support about the text paste problem below (the email address is easy to find at their website). I got a
response in under 24 hours, which is a great sign of an engaged dev. He suggested that the problem was likely due to security
software blocking application access to the system clipboard, and mentioned webroot by name, which I have. The solution turns
out to be to allow the wingware app to access the clipboard in webroot (or other security software) configuration.

I made the change and now I can paste in the wingware editor. Due to this excellent support response by Wingware, I am
updating my review to "recommend", although it is still a little frustrating that this issue exists: other apps are able to use the
clipboard without needing an exception in security software policy.

But all software has little issues, and not all companies have this kind of customer focus and dedication to their product. Now I
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am excited about Wingware again, and am looking forward to checking out all it's good qualities! :-)

20150615:
Pasting text (Ctrl-V) into the code edit window does not work by default on Windows 7. This is a pretty serious failing of basic
UI functionality. Ctrl-X "cut" operation works, and I can Ctrl-C copy text *from* the code edit window and paste elsewhere
(like notepad++ for example) but I can't paste *into* the code edit window. I also tried to paste by clicking Edit > Paste with the
mouse, but that doesn't work either. Weird... I'm hoping I'm just doing something wrong, or have something mis-configured!

I checked the wingware docs section about copy\/paste but I don't see a clue to the problem here:
http:\/\/wingware.com\/pub\/wingide-personal\/1.1.9\/manual\/html\/node5.html#SECTION00590000000000000000

I will update this review as I go, and I hope to change my vote to "recommend", but at this time, I cannot recommend
purchasing Wing Python IDE.. utter Rubbish. This has to be the worst fishing game ever and i would not recommend anyone to
buy it ...its a ripoff and your money would be better spent on buying a pint of maggots a few floats, waights, hooks and a
caterpult and bus fare and gong down your local river or pond for a afternoon

below is my recommandations for fishing games from good to very bad

1st Dovetail Games Fishing (Still in beta but is going to be special)

2nd FishSim 2
(old game but game and fish pysics work well plus it can be modded with a big cummunity)

3rd SEGA Bass Fishing (old Classic With action cam You gotta love it)

4th Carp Fishing Simulator (could be a great game only time will tell)

5th Europeon Fishing (shocking dont waste your money, The developers should of been shot at birth)
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